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A Unified Solution for Digital Terrain Model and 
Orthoimage Generation from SPOT Stereopairs 

Liang-Chien Chen and Jiann-Yeou Rau 

Abstract-An original scheme to automatically generate dig- 
ital terrain models, DTM’s, and orthoimages from SPOT ste- 
reopairs in a unified way is presented. In addition to modeling 
the time-dependent orientation parameters, we developed an 
algorithm to generate the epipolar stereomate incorporating an 
initial DTM. The refining of the DTM is then accomplished by 
performing least squares templet matching along each conju- 
gate epipolar line pair, space intersection, and grid value in- 
terpolation. Recursively, the epipolar stereomate is regener- 
ated according to the refined DTM. The procedure is repeated 
until the disparities between the two stereomate images are 
small enough. The DTM that we generated illustrates the “ap- 
parent” surface. It is more correct to use this “apparent” DTM 
than the one depicting the “ground” surface for the geometric 
correction for remotely sensed data. Both images of the final 
epipolar stereomate are actually orthoimages because they are 
geometrically identical and georeferenced. Experimental re- 
sults indicate that the orthoimages reach an accuracy up to 
2/3 pixels. The rms of the disparities between the two ortho- 
images, which describes the geometrical identification of the 
images when the DTM is revised, is less than 1/3 pixels in each 
of the two test cases. 

I .  INTRODUCTION 
HE generation of digital terrain models, DTM’s, is T an important task for various remote sensing appli- 

cations, such as geometric rectification 111, terrain related 
radiometric correction [2], image registration [3], and map 
revision [4]. Conventionally, the DTM generated by 
ground surveying or manual photogrammetric operations 
defines ground surface variations. This DTM is quite use- 
ful in many civil and hydraulic engineering applications 
[ 5 ] ,  [6]. On the other hand, the DTM required for geo- 
metric and terrain related radiometric corrections in re- 
mote sensing should be sufficiently able to delineate the 
“canopy” surface rather than the “ground” surface. 
However, the “canopy” surface is differently defined for 
different EM wave bands due to their different transmis- 
sions. Thus, the discussions in this paper will be limited 
to the visible band and the DTM which illustrates the 
sensed surface will be called “apparent” DTM, i.e., 
ADTM. 

Using digital matching it is possible to automatically 
extract 3-D variations for the ground object from stereo- 
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pair of remotely sensed images such as SPOT satellite data 
and digitized aerial photographs [7], [8]. Due to intrinsic 
characteristics of the matching procedure, the generated 
model is actually a ADTM. To achieve better accuracy, 
reliability, and computational efficiency, the use of 2-D 
templets to perform 1-D matching along the conjugate 
epipolar lines is preferable [9]. The matching is per- 
formed pixel-by-pixel to locate the best matching conju- 
gate point pair in the stereopair by assessing templet sim- 
ilarity. Once the coordinates for the conjugate point pair 
are determined, the ground coordinates can be calculated 
by space intersection provided that the orientation param- 
eters are known. The ADTM can thus be generated 
through a pixel height interpolation. 

It is a straightforward procedure to generate epipolar 
images for digitized aerial photographs. Because the pho- 
tograph has a “point” as the perspective center, the epi- 
polar images may be generated by directly applying the 
coplanarity condition [lo]. Otto [ I  11 has shown that it is 
not possible to directly construct epipolar geometry for 
SPOT stereopairs without a priori knowledge of the un- 
derlying terrain. This is due to its pushbroom scanning 
characteristics which make the coplanarity condition in- 
determinate. O’Neill and Dowman 1121 developed an al- 
gorithm for generating epipolar synthetic stereomates for 
SPOT images using a DTM. The algorithm was devel- 
oped based on the ray-tracing, also called the top-down, 
approach [ 131. The major advantage of this approach is 
that it can be applied to various remotely sensed images 
such as digitized aerial photographs, SPOT images, 
Landsat images and airborne multispectral scanner im- 
ages. However, there are two obvious disadvantages: 1 j 
the iterative calculation for locating the intersection point 
of the tracing ray and the canopy surface may cause the 
computation to be heavy especially when the surface nor- 
mal vector has a direction nearly opposite that of the trac- 
ing ray, and 2) in gray value resampling, the nearest 
neighboring points for an interpolating pixel need to be 
searched for in the real number field. Thus, the compu- 
tation is rather intensive. Accordingly, we developed a 
bottom-up algorithm in order to alleviate those disadvan- 
tages for SPOT data processing. The algorithm may also 
be applied to monoimages for orthoimage generation when 
a suitable ADTM is available. 

The basic idea of our proposed scheme is that if we 
have a rough DTM or ADTM as input data the quasi- 
epipolar stereomate (will be called “epipolar stereo- 
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Orientation Modeling 

tions of those interior orientation related parameters will 
need to be compensated for by the scale affinity and the 
exterior orientation parameters as discussed later. The im- 
age coordinates in this paper are defined as 

xi = 0 ,  

yi  = [Pixel No. - (6000 + 1)/2] X 0.013 mm, and 

f = 1082 mm, (1) 

4- 
E<pipolar Stereomate Generation 

I 
Image Matching where 

x i :  image coordinate along track for point i ,  
yi: image coordinate cross track for point i ,  and Y 

STOP f: focal length. 

B. Collinearity Condition 
Space Intersection 

The collinearity condition [lo], which states that the 
exposure station, any object point, and its image point all 
lie along a straight line, for the central projective images 
are then modified to satisfy the SPOT sampling geometry ( i t  id ADTM Intcrpolation I_-- Fig. 1 .  The flowchart of the proposed scheme. as 

mate”) can be generated using this proposed bottom-up 
algorithm. Followed by least squares templet matching, 
space intersection, and pixel height interpolation, a new 
ADTM is generated. This revised ADTM is then used as 
an input and the procedure is repeated again and again 
until the disparities between the stereomate images are 
small enough. At this final stage, the ADTM is accepted 
and each image of the stereomate is also an orthoimage. 
The flowchart of the proposed scheme for unifiedly gen- 
erating a ADTM and an orthoimage is illustrated in Fig, 
1. 

11. ORIENTATION MODELING 

A. Interior Orientation Parameters 

For a SPOT 1A panchromatic image, a full scene is 
composed of 6000 X 6000 pixels. The CCD size for each 
pixel is 0.013 x 0.013 mm. The focal length is nominally 
1.082 m. The sampling time interval between two con- 
secutive lines is 0.0015 seconds. This 0.0015 s sampling 
interval may not be exactly the same during the SPOT 
sampling. In addition, the real CCD size and the focal 
length may not be physically exact. Accordingly, devia- 

where 

xi, Yj, z;: 
mllr, . . . , m33,: 

ground coordinates of point i ,  
elements of the rotation matrix ex- 

pressed as functions of w,, pt, and 
K , .  

x;, Y;,  z;: 
Or, Ptj Kt.’ 

S,: scale affinity. 

orbital parameters at time t ,  
attitude parameters at time t ,  and 

The exterior orientation parameters, including orbital and 
attitude, are characterized by second order polynomials as 
functions of sampling time t relative to the first scan line, 
i.e., 

x; = xo + x, t + x, t 2  

Y;  = Yo + Y,  t + Y, t 2  

Z; = z,, + z1 t + & t 2  

0, = w0 + w1 t + w2 t 2  

Pt = Po + PI t + P2 t 2  

K,  = KO + K ]  t + K2 t 2 .  (3) 
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C. Bundle Adjustment 
The observation equations for the collinearity condition 

may be obtained by linearizing (2a) and (2b) and are ex- 
pressed as 

(4) 

The superscript “one dot” is used to denote corrections 
to the exterior orientation parameters, and “two dots” is 
used to denote corrections to the ground coordinates. 

The observation equations for the ground coordinates 
may be stated as 

V + BA + B A = E .  

v - ; i = c .  ( 5 )  

The observation equations for the exterior orientation pa- 
rameters can be shown as 

V - A = C .  (6 )  

Thus, combining (4), ( 5 ) ,  and ( 6 )  gives a complete math- 
ematical model of the photogrammetric problem [ 141, Le., 

or 
- v + B E = c. (8) 

Hence, the least squares solution of the bundle adjustment 
is 

- 
A = ( B T p B ) - I  BTFC.  (9) 

where p is the weight matrix for observations. 

111. THE PROPOSED BOTTOM-UP METHOD 
Once the orientation parameters are determined and a 

DTM is given, the essential for generation of the epipolar 
stereomate is determination of the corresponding position 
in each of the left and the right image spaces for a ground 
point. The following procedures are applied: 

A. For the Left Image 
1) The epipolar image generation for each of the ste- 

reomates from a SPOT image is a matter of selecting the 
suitable grey value for each output pixel from the raw im- 
age. Thus, the projected position on the raw image for an 
output pixel must be searched for in advance. Referring 
to Fig. 2, the ground coordinates ( X ,  Y,  Z) for ground 
point A are known. The location of the point on the epi- 
polar image is “A’ ” and the corresponding point on the 
raw image is “ a , ”  The first step in our method is to de- 
termine the line number of “ a ” ,  i.e., the coordinate along 
the flying direction, FD. Then the sample number, i.e., 
the coordinate cross track, is calculated. The determina- 

Fig. 2 .  A schematic illustration for the proposed bottom-up method 

tion of the line number is equivalent to determining the 
sampling time for point “ u ” .  

Rewriting (2a), the equation 

f ( tn )  = nzllrwl - X i )  + ml2f(Yl - YC) 

+ m,,r(Z, - ZT) = 0 (10) 
is valid. 

2) We apply Newton-Raphson’s method [15] in order 
to solve the nonlinear equation (4) when determining the 
sampling time t ,  of “a” for ground point A ,  in which the 
ground coordinates X,, Y,, and Z, are introduced from the 
DTM. The iteration is expressed as 

(11) 
- f ( 1 , )  - tn - 

where n = 0, 1 ,  2,  . . . , until 

If( t ‘ , )  - f ( t f l - , ) l l ( f f l  - t f l - , )  

It,,+ I - tf,l < lo-‘ is satisfied. 

3 )  When the sampling time t ,  is calculated, the image 

(12) 

coordinate along the track of “a” is 

(Line No.), = r,,/0.0015 s. 

4) Substituting t ,  into (2b) we may determine the im- 

(13) 

age coordinate cross track in pixel as 

(Sample No.), = ?;,/0.013 mm. 
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After determining the corresponding point coordinates 
(line, sample) for a ground element on the raw image, the 
gray value on the output orthoimage is calculated with 
bilinear interpolation according to its four nearest neigh- 
boring points. The search for the four nearest neighboring 
points for a point with (x, y )  is performed by simply se- 
lecting the four integer pixels in the (x - 1, x + 1) and 
( y - 1, y + 1) range. As there is no need to search the 
nearest neighboring points in the real number field, this 
method is more efficient than the ray-tracing approach. 

B. For the Right Image 
The same procedure is reapplied to the right image. 

IV. IMAGE MATCHING 
It has been proven that least squares matching, LSM, 

reaches the highest accuracy among the templet matching 
methods which are currently available [16]. It has been 
also demonstrated that LSM can potentially achieve an 
accuracy of up to 1/20 pixels for images with good tex- 
ture [16]. Due to its high accuracy, LSM is widely used 
in digital photogrammetric tasks such as image coordinate 
measurements and automated DTM generation [ 171, [ 181. 
The LSM is used to determine the conjugate correspon- 
dence which minimizes the sum of the squares for gray 
value differences. Assuming that the geometrical differ- 
ence between the target window and the search window 
may be described by an affine transformation in small 
areas, the following condition should be satisfied for a 
successful match: 

G,(x ,  Y )  = Go + S * G2(x, Y ;  A )  (14) 

where 
G ,  and G2 are the gray values for the target (left) and 
the search (right) windows, respectively, 
Go and S are, respectively, the shift and scale for the 
gray values, and 
A is the affine coefficient matrix. 

V. 3-D COORDINATE CALCULATION AND GRID ADTM 
INTERPOLATION 

When the orientation parameters are determined and the 
conjugate image coordinates correspond, the 3-D object 
space coordinates for each point may be calculated using 
space intersection. Referring to (2a)-(2b), the only un- 
knowns at this stage are the ground coordinates ( X i ,  Y,, 
Zi )  for point i .  For a stereopair, we have four equations, 
two for each image, to solve the 3-D positioning problem. 
Through a least squares solution, the three unknowns, 
i.e.,  X ,  Y ,  and 2, are adjusted point-by-point. The set of 
3-D coordinates for all the points in the area of interest is 
not spaced quite equally on the map coordinate system. 
Thus, the height interpolation for each pixel of the ADTM 
is a must. Several methods of interpolation are possible 
[ 191. We selected the bilinear interpolation method for 
simplicity without losing too much information [ 191. 

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
The experiment includes tests of the proposed scheme 

for orientation modeling, ADTM, and orthoimage gen- 
eration from a stereopair of level 1A panchromatic im- 
ages. The two test scenes were sampled on January 15, 
1987 and January 16, 1987, respectively. The convergent 
angle of the two SPOT scenes is 34”. The overlapping 
area is located in central west Taiwan. Two cases with 
different terrain characteristics are studied as far as the 
ADTM and orthoimage generation are concemed. In the 
first case, an area of rolling terrain is covered. In the sec- 
ond, an area of rugged terrain is investigated. 

The object coordinates of the ground control points, the 
GCP’s, and the check points, the CKP’s, were digitized 
from 1/5000 scale photo base maps for this experiment. 
The maps and DTM’s, which represent the “ground” 
surface rather than the “apparent” surface, were acquired 
from the Geographic Data Base of Taiwan [20]. A den- 
sitification for the DTM is performed for reducing the grid 
size from the original 40 m X 40 m to 10 m X 10 m by 
using bilinear interpolation to maintain the same pixel 
coverage on the ground as the SPOT images have. The 
densitified DTM’s are then used as initials in ADTM and 
orthoimage generation. 

In addition, considering the areas where DTM’s are un- 
available, the applicability of a crude DTM generated 
from the SPOT stereopair is also investigated in the iter- 
ative procedure, in which, a DTM which represents a 
plane with equal height is initialized. 

A. Orientation Modeling Results 
The two full scenes consisting of 2 1 GCP’s marked with 

triangles and 24 CKP’s with squares are shown in Fig. 
3(a) and (b), respectively. The two test sites for ADTM 
and orthoimage generation are also depicted in the fig- 
ures. The error vectors for the CKP’s are shown in Fig. 
4. The RMSE is 5.4 m in the N-S direction and the E-W 
component is 4 .3  m. 

B. Case I 
A subscene of 600 X 600 pixels is cut from each raw 

image in order to generate a ADTM and an orthoimage, 
each with 512 x 512 pixels, i .e.,  5.12 km X 5.12 km 
ground coverage, in an area of rolling terrain. The test 
site is located at Houlong where the longitude and latitude 
of the site center are 120” 46‘ E and 24” 36’ N, respec- 
tively. The elevation ranges from 4 to 186 m. 

Given an initial DTM, first each image in the epipolar 
stereomate is generated. Then LSM is performed pixel- 
by-pixel along the corresponding epipolar lines. The size 
of the target window is 7 X 13 pixels. The correlation 
coefficients are also calculated. The criteria for successful 
matching is that the number of iterations in the LSM be 
less than 20 and the correlation coefficient be larger than 
0.7. For the areas that matching failed, the pixel heights 
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(b) 
Fig. 3.  The stereopair of the test SPOT images. (a) left image, (b) right 

image. (0 SPOT Image Copyright 1987 CNES.) 

are interpolated according to the nearest neighbors of the 
existing pixels by bilinear interpolation. 

During the first iteration, 95.59% of the total 262 144, 
i.e., 512 X 512, pixels are successfully matched. The 
disparities between images are plotted with “x” in Fig. 
5 .  The mean of the disparities is +0.25 pixels and the 
rms is 0.50 pixels. The ADTM is then generated. The 
epipolar images are regenerated according to the ADTM. 
In the second iteration, 96.16% of the total pixels are 

8 

&M MAP SCALE: 
10 METERS 

ERROR VECTOR SCALE: - 
Fig. 4. The error vectors for check points in bundle adjustment. 

-2.000 -1.333 -0.666 0.000 0.666 1.333 2.000 
DISPARITYCPIXELSI 

Fig. 5 .  Comparison of the distributions for the disparities in Case I. (“x”: 
first iteration, “0”: second iteration.) 

matched. The disparities are also illustrated with “0” in 
Fig. 5. The mean is now +0.06 pixels and the rms is 0.23 
pixels. Since the mean and the rms are small enough, the 
procedure stops. The final ADTM image is shown in Fig. 
6 ,  in which the darkness at each pixel location is repre- 

’ sented by an elevation from 0 m, dark, to 200 m,  bright 
white. The terrain characteristics may be apprehended 
from this figure. The boundaries of the areas that failed 
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surface derived by either approach delineates the ground 
surface. Accordingly, it is not suitable for evaluating the 
“apparent” surface. An indirect approach to evaluate the 
accuracy of the generated ADTM is applied here. Theo- 
retically, if the orientation parameters and the ADTM are 
error free, the generated orthoimages for a stereopair are 
identical for an unchange area. The geometrical dissimi- 
larity, Le., disparity, between the two images of the ste- 
reopair reflects the error accumulation from the orienta- 
tion parameters and the associated ADTM. Assuming the 
disparity is caused by the ADTM error, the following 
equation may be applied to evaluate the elevation error 
[lo]: 

p = ( B / H ) ( f / H ) E H  
or 

EH = (H/f) ( H / B ) P ,  

where 

EH: error of height determination, 
H: altitude of exposure station, 
.f focal length, 

Fig. 6.  The image of the generated ADTM in Case I .  

Fig. 7 .  The areas where matching failed in Case I .  

B: 
P: disparity. 

distance between exposure stations, and 

For the pair with 34” convergent angle in this investiga- 
tion, H/fand H / B  are approximately 800 000 and 1.64, 
respectively. The rms of P is 0.23 pixels with 0.013 mm 
resolution. Thus, the elevation error of 4 m is estimated. 
The distribution of the elevation error, in terms of the dis- 
parities, is then illustrated in Fig. 8. 

The applicability of a crude DTM generated from the 
stereopairper se is also investigated. The DTM with equal 
height is initialized then the convergence of the disparities 
in the iterative procedure is observed. The rms’s of the 
disparities in the first four iterations are 4.74, 0.38, 0.29, 
and 0.21 pixels, respectively. The improvements are not 
significant afterwards. The computation time for each it- 
eration is 23 min on an HP 720 machine. 

Since the two images of the revised epipolar stereomate 
are geometrically identical and georeferenced, both are 
actually orthoimages. We selected the left one for accu- 
racy analysis. The image is shown in Fig. 9 ,  where the 
20 square marks are CKP’s. The error vectors for the 
CKP’s are shown in Fig. 10. The RMSE is 5.2 m in the 
N-S direction and is 5.6 m in the E-W direction. 

C. Case II 
to match are illustrated in Fig. 7 with the orthoimage as 
a background. By visual inspection, it is obvious that the 
areas that lack image texture causes the failed matching. 

The check data for evaluation of the DTM may be gen- 
erated either by photogrammetric measurements using 
aerial photographs or by ground surveying. Typically, the 

The same procedure, same criteria and the same size of 
test site as in Case I are applied in this case. The test site 
is located at Fongwoo where the longitude and the latitude 
of the site center are 120” 49’ E and 24” 28’ N, respec- 
tively. The elevation ranges from 100 to 590 m. 
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Fig. 8.  The distribution of the disparities in Case I (Scale bar in pixel.) 

Fig. 9. The generated orthoimage and the check points in Case I .  

t 

/” 
8 

50 METERS MAP SCALE: 0 
10 METERS 

Similar to Case I ,  only two iterations are needed. The ERROR VECTOR SCALE : - 
distributions of the disparities for both iterations are plot- Fig. 10. The error vectors for check points in Case 1. 
ted in Fig. 11, where “x” represents the first iteration and 
“0” is for the second iteration. The mean and the rms of 
the disparities are - 1.04 and 1.21 pixels, respectively, 
during the first iteration. In the second iteration, the mean 

and the rms are reduced to +0.06 pixels and 0.32 pixels, 
respectively. The successful matching rate improves from 
91.85% in the first iteration to 94.51 % in the second. The 
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Fig. 12. The area where matching failed in Case I1 

unmatched areas are also delineated and shown in Fig. 
12. Again, these are areas which lack enough image tex- 
ture for possible matching as far as the LSM is concerned. 
The final ADTM is shown in Fig. 13, in which the dark- 
ness at each pixel location is represented by an elevation 
from 100 to 600 m. Obviously, the terrain characteristics 
are different than those in Case I. The distribution of the 
elevation error in terms of the disparities is illustrated in 
Fig. 14. Again, the 0.32 pixel disparity corresponds to 
the elevation error of 5.6 m. If a DTM with equal height 

modeling, ADTM and orthoimage generation for the two 
images. When accurate exterior orientation parameters are 
applied, the disparities check the geometrical identifica- 
tion between the two images that depend on the suitability 
of the DTM. Thus, if the disparities are small enough, the 
fidelity of the ADTM might be assumed. Experimental 
results indicate that the bias of the disparities is less than 
0.1 pixel and the rms is less than 1 / 3  pixels, which cor- 
responds to an elevation error of 5.8  m, in each case. Cer- 
tainly, the distributions of the disparities in both cases 
improve significantly as the DTM is revised. 

3) For those areas where a suitable DTM is unavailable 
as initial value, the DTM with equal height may be ini- 
tialized. However, more iterations are needed. In an area 
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Fig. 14. The distribution of the disparities in Case I1 (Scale bar in pixel). 

Fig. 15. The generated orthoimage and the check points in Case I1  

of rolling terrain, Case I, the final result after four itera- 
tions is similar to that of using an available DTM as an 
initial value. On the other hand, in an area of rugged ter- 
rain, the disparity is larger, i .e.,  0.47 versus 0.32 pixels, 
when an appropriate initial DTM is unavailable. 

4) The RMSE of the generated orthoimage is ( 5 . 2  m, 
5.6 m) and (6.3 m, 5.2 m) in each case. This indicates 

/ 

t 

/ 
t 

c 

1 
I / 

50 METERS MAP SCALE: A 
ERROR VECTOR SCALE: - 10 METERS 

Fig. 16. The error vectors for check points in Case I1  

that the accuracy is better than 2 / 3  pixels for the image 
scale. 

5 )  The areas of failed matching are actually due to the 
lack of enough image texture. 
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VII. CONCLUSIONS 
A bottom-up method for generating epipolar stereo- 

mates, or orthoimages when an accurate ADTM is ap- 
plied, from SPOT stereopairs is developed. In addition, a 
scheme for deriving ADTM’s and orthoimages in a uni- 
fied way is proposed. The experimental results demon- 
strate that if a suitable DTM is initialized, the ADTM and 
the orthoimage may be accurately generated. If a suitable 
DTM is unavailable, a DTM with equal height might be 
initialized. While the computation is heavier and a lower 
accuracy is expected for an area of rugged terrain. How 
accurate an initial DTM is required to achieve more ac- 
curate results is subjected to further investigation. Re- 
search efforts for improving the successful matching rate, 
integrating a radiometric correction model for instance, 
are suggested 
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